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the body of research in all aspects of semantic development design and application continues to grow alongside
new trends in the information systems community semantic enabled advancements on the applications across
industries reviews current and future trends in semantic research with the aim of making existing and potential
applications more accessible to a broader community of academics practitioners and industry professionals
covering topics including recommendation systems semantic search and ontologies this reference is a valuable
contribution to the existing literature in this discipline dangerous to be together painful to be apart controlled
natural languages cnls are subsets of natural languages obtained by stricting the grammar and vocabulary in
order to reduce or eliminate ambiguity and complexity traditionally controlled languagesfall into two major
types those that prove readability for human readers and those that enable reliable automatic semantic analysis
of the language the second type of languages has a formal logical basis i e they have a formal syntax and
semantics and can be mapped to an existing formal language such as rst order logic thus those languages can
be used as knowledge representation languages and writing of those languages is supported by fully au matic
consistency and redundancy checks query answering etc wikipedia variouscontrollednatural languagesof the
second type have been developedby a n ber of organizations and have been used in many different application
domains most recently within the semantic the workshop cnl 2009 was dedicated to discussing the similarities
and the d ferences of existing controlled natural languages of the second type possible impro ments to these
languages relations to other knowledge representation languages tool support existing and future applications
and further topics of interest this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the second international
workshop on controlled natural language cnl 2010 held in marettimo island italy in september 2010 the 9
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revised papers presented in this volume together with 1 tutorial were carefully reviewed and selected from 17
initial submissions they broadly cover the field of controlled natural language stressing theoretical and practical
aspects of cnls relations to other knowledge representation languages tool support and applications the second
volume of the definitive political history of northern ireland this landmark synthesis of political science and
historical institutionalism is a detailed study of antagonistic ethnic majoritarianism northern ireland was
coercively created through a contested partition in 1920 subsequently great britain compelled sinn f in s leaders
to rescind the declaration of an irish republic remain within the british empire and grant the belfast parliament
the right to secede if it did so a commission would consider modifying the new border the outcome however was
the formation of two insecure regimes north and south both of which experienced civil war while the boundary
commission was subverted in the north a control system organized the new majority behind a dominant party
that won all elections to the belfast parliament until its abolition in 1972 the ulster unionist party successfully
disorganized northern nationalists and catholics bolstered by the specials a militia created from the ulster
volunteer force this system displayed a pathological version of the westminster model of democracy which may
reproduce one party dominance and enforce national ethnic religious and cultural discrimination how the
unionist elite improvised this control regime and why it collapsed under the impact of a civil rights movement in
the 1960s take center stage in this second volume of a treatise on northern ireland the north s trajectory is
paired and compared with the irish free state s incremental decolonization and restoration of a republic irish
state building however took place at the expense of the limited prospect of persuading ulster protestants that
irish reunification was in their interests or consistent with their identities northern ireland was placed under
british direct rule in 1972 while counter insurgency practices applied elsewhere in its diminishing empire were
deployed from 1969 with disastrous consequences on january 1 1973 however the uk and ireland joined the
then european economic community many hoped that would help end conflict in and over northern ireland such
hopes were premature northern ireland appeared locked in a stalemate of political violence punctuated by failed
political initiatives in the 100 years since the establishment of dáil Éireann rarely has politics been so divisive
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turbulent engaging and entertaining as in county kerry a century of politics in the kingdom captures the
exhilarating highs and lows of politics in kerry featuring tales of scandal punch ups election campaign
shenanigans bitter inter dynastic contests as well as the stories of the ground breaking kerry politicians who
made their mark on the national stage and beyond this fascinating book draws on new material from the
political parties archives original research and candid interviews featured are comprehensive biographical
details of every kerry teachta dála and senator since the foundation of the irish state seminal debates and
discussions rivalries and resentments and good old fashioned fun and games all of which has characterised the
political cauldron in the county over the last century a two volume edition and english translation of an irish
chronicle from the eleventh to sixteenth centuries first published in 1871 david burke uncovers the clandestine
activities of patrick crinnion a garda intelligence officer who secretly served mi6 during the early years of the
troubles as the garda síochána launched a manhunt for the chief of staff of the ira crinnion found himself
playing a crucial role in the effort to track him down before his disappearance crinnion s actions exposed a web
of secrets including those of another british spy in the irish police damaging intelligence leaks gunrunning by
irish politicians and a cover up related to the murder of a garda burke reveals mi6 s shady dealings from
attempts to smear irish politicians to plans for using criminals as assassins and the secret surveillance of a key
ira member crinnion fled into exile the puppet masters not only reveals what became of him but also provides
an insightful look into a turbulent period marked by covert operations betrayal and the power struggle that
shaped modern irish history the first part of the work contains an account of the arrival of the norsemen in
ireland especially in the munster district the second part of the work is devoted to the history of the dal cais or
munster chieftains particularly of the hero brian boroimhe boru king of ireland and his death in the battle of
clontarf the appendices contain a translation of the book of leinster the chronology and genealogy of the kings
of munster and of ireland during the scandinavian invasions a description of the battle of clontarf and genealogy
of the scandinavian chieftains named as leaders of the invasions of ireland cf introd first published in 1867 this
is a translation with scholarly introduction and notes of a valuable middle irish chronicle the stewart dynasty in
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scotland series aims to bring the rich political heritage of late medieval and early modern scotland before as
wide a reading public as possible with specialist authors writing for the general reader as well as the student or
academic this volume is number one in the series and is also the first scholarly biography of the two kings who
established medieval scotland s most famous and durable royal dynasty robert ii long regarded as a weak and
ineffective king pursued a determined political and propaganda campaign which largely overcame initial
political opposition robert iii was forced to engage in a long term struggle with his brother albany for control of
the kingdom firmly based on contemporary documentary sources stephen boardman s study examines the ways
in which the unjustly poor reputations of both kings grew from later embellishments to contemporary political
propaganda these essays explore aspects of the english colony in medieval ireland and its relations with the
gaelic host society they deal both with the foundation and expansion of the english lordship in the twelfth and
early thirteenth centuries and with the problems sand adjustments that accompaneid its contraction in the later
middle ages attention is paid both to the government and society of the colony itself and to the interactions
between settler and native europe since 1945 an encyclopedia is a comprehensive reference work of some 1
700 entries in two volumes its scope includes all of europe and the successor states to the former soviet union
the volumes provide a broad coverage of topics with an emphasis on politics governments organizations people
and events crucial to an understanding of postwar europe also includes 100 maps and photos in the lordship of
the isles twelve specialists offer new insights on the rise and fall of the macdonalds of islay and the greatest
gaelic lordship of later medieval scotland portrayed most often as either the independently minded last great
patrons of scottish gaelic culture or as dangerous rivals to the stewart kings for mastery of scotland this
collection navigates through such opposed perspectives to re examine the politics culture society and
connections of highland and hebridean scotland from the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries it delivers a
compelling account of a land and people caught literally and figuratively between two worlds those of the
atlantic and mainland scotland and of gaelic and anglophone culture contributors are david caldwell sonja
cameron alastair campbell alison cathcart colin martin tom mcneill lachlan nicholson richard oram michael
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penman alasdair ross geoffrey stell and sarah thomas first published in 1923 this formative history of ireland is
an extensive study of the period from 1086 1513 beginning with the o brien high kinship edmund curtis takes us
through the anglo norman conquest and its sequel ending with the death of gerald the great earl of kildare in
1513 a date when the second english conquest of ireland the tudor reconquest became imminent this is a
reissue of a definitive landmark study of irish history by one of greatest irish historians of the twentieth century
first published in 1923 this formative history of ireland is an extensive study of the period from 1086 1513
beginning with the o brien high kinship edmund curtis takes us through the anglo norman conquest and its
sequel ending with the death of gerald the great earl of kildare in 1513 a date when the second english
conquest of ireland the tudor reconquest became imminent this is a reissue of a definitive landmark study of
irish history by one of greatest irish historians of the twentieth century チャイナタウンからメトロポリスに引っ越してきたロベルタとトミー ご近所
さんのスーパーマンとともに 二人の冒険が始まる dictionarium scoto celticum a dictionary of the gaelic language comprising an ample
vocabulary of gaelic words with their signification and various meanings in english and latin and vocabularies of
latin and english words with their translation in 1
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Semantic-Enabled Advancements on the Web: Applications Across
Industries 2012-02-29
the body of research in all aspects of semantic development design and application continues to grow alongside
new trends in the information systems community semantic enabled advancements on the applications across
industries reviews current and future trends in semantic research with the aim of making existing and potential
applications more accessible to a broader community of academics practitioners and industry professionals
covering topics including recommendation systems semantic search and ontologies this reference is a valuable
contribution to the existing literature in this discipline

Covet (The Clann, Book 2) 2013-01-01
dangerous to be together painful to be apart

Controlled Natural Language 2010-07-06
controlled natural languages cnls are subsets of natural languages obtained by stricting the grammar and
vocabulary in order to reduce or eliminate ambiguity and complexity traditionally controlled languagesfall into
two major types those that prove readability for human readers and those that enable reliable automatic
semantic analysis of the language the second type of languages has a formal logical basis i e they have a formal
syntax and semantics and can be mapped to an existing formal language such as rst order logic thus those
languages can be used as knowledge representation languages and writing of those languages is supported by
fully au matic consistency and redundancy checks query answering etc wikipedia variouscontrollednatural
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languagesof the second type have been developedby a n ber of organizations and have been used in many
different application domains most recently within the semantic the workshop cnl 2009 was dedicated to
discussing the similarities and the d ferences of existing controlled natural languages of the second type
possible impro ments to these languages relations to other knowledge representation languages tool support
existing and future applications and further topics of interest

波斯経済事情 1929
this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the second international workshop on controlled natural
language cnl 2010 held in marettimo island italy in september 2010 the 9 revised papers presented in this
volume together with 1 tutorial were carefully reviewed and selected from 17 initial submissions they broadly
cover the field of controlled natural language stressing theoretical and practical aspects of cnls relations to
other knowledge representation languages tool support and applications

Controlled Natural Language 2012-06-12
the second volume of the definitive political history of northern ireland this landmark synthesis of political
science and historical institutionalism is a detailed study of antagonistic ethnic majoritarianism northern ireland
was coercively created through a contested partition in 1920 subsequently great britain compelled sinn f in s
leaders to rescind the declaration of an irish republic remain within the british empire and grant the belfast
parliament the right to secede if it did so a commission would consider modifying the new border the outcome
however was the formation of two insecure regimes north and south both of which experienced civil war while
the boundary commission was subverted in the north a control system organized the new majority behind a
dominant party that won all elections to the belfast parliament until its abolition in 1972 the ulster unionist party
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successfully disorganized northern nationalists and catholics bolstered by the specials a militia created from the
ulster volunteer force this system displayed a pathological version of the westminster model of democracy
which may reproduce one party dominance and enforce national ethnic religious and cultural discrimination how
the unionist elite improvised this control regime and why it collapsed under the impact of a civil rights
movement in the 1960s take center stage in this second volume of a treatise on northern ireland the north s
trajectory is paired and compared with the irish free state s incremental decolonization and restoration of a
republic irish state building however took place at the expense of the limited prospect of persuading ulster
protestants that irish reunification was in their interests or consistent with their identities northern ireland was
placed under british direct rule in 1972 while counter insurgency practices applied elsewhere in its diminishing
empire were deployed from 1969 with disastrous consequences on january 1 1973 however the uk and ireland
joined the then european economic community many hoped that would help end conflict in and over northern
ireland such hopes were premature northern ireland appeared locked in a stalemate of political violence
punctuated by failed political initiatives

A Treatise on Northern Ireland, Volume II 2019-04-04
in the 100 years since the establishment of dáil Éireann rarely has politics been so divisive turbulent engaging
and entertaining as in county kerry a century of politics in the kingdom captures the exhilarating highs and lows
of politics in kerry featuring tales of scandal punch ups election campaign shenanigans bitter inter dynastic
contests as well as the stories of the ground breaking kerry politicians who made their mark on the national
stage and beyond this fascinating book draws on new material from the political parties archives original
research and candid interviews featured are comprehensive biographical details of every kerry teachta dála and
senator since the foundation of the irish state seminal debates and discussions rivalries and resentments and
good old fashioned fun and games all of which has characterised the political cauldron in the county over the
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last century

The Annals of Loch Cé 1871
a two volume edition and english translation of an irish chronicle from the eleventh to sixteenth centuries first
published in 1871

Century of Politics in the Kingdom 2018-10-08
david burke uncovers the clandestine activities of patrick crinnion a garda intelligence officer who secretly
served mi6 during the early years of the troubles as the garda síochána launched a manhunt for the chief of
staff of the ira crinnion found himself playing a crucial role in the effort to track him down before his
disappearance crinnion s actions exposed a web of secrets including those of another british spy in the irish
police damaging intelligence leaks gunrunning by irish politicians and a cover up related to the murder of a
garda burke reveals mi6 s shady dealings from attempts to smear irish politicians to plans for using criminals as
assassins and the secret surveillance of a key ira member crinnion fled into exile the puppet masters not only
reveals what became of him but also provides an insightful look into a turbulent period marked by covert
operations betrayal and the power struggle that shaped modern irish history

The Annals of Loch Cé 1871
the first part of the work contains an account of the arrival of the norsemen in ireland especially in the munster
district the second part of the work is devoted to the history of the dal cais or munster chieftains particularly of
the hero brian boroimhe boru king of ireland and his death in the battle of clontarf the appendices contain a
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translation of the book of leinster the chronology and genealogy of the kings of munster and of ireland during
the scandinavian invasions a description of the battle of clontarf and genealogy of the scandinavian chieftains
named as leaders of the invasions of ireland cf introd

The Annals of Loch Cé 2012-11-15
first published in 1867 this is a translation with scholarly introduction and notes of a valuable middle irish
chronicle

The Puppet Masters 2024-06-28
the stewart dynasty in scotland series aims to bring the rich political heritage of late medieval and early modern
scotland before as wide a reading public as possible with specialist authors writing for the general reader as well
as the student or academic this volume is number one in the series and is also the first scholarly biography of
the two kings who established medieval scotland s most famous and durable royal dynasty robert ii long
regarded as a weak and ineffective king pursued a determined political and propaganda campaign which largely
overcame initial political opposition robert iii was forced to engage in a long term struggle with his brother
albany for control of the kingdom firmly based on contemporary documentary sources stephen boardman s
study examines the ways in which the unjustly poor reputations of both kings grew from later embellishments to
contemporary political propaganda
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Rolls Series 1867
these essays explore aspects of the english colony in medieval ireland and its relations with the gaelic host
society they deal both with the foundation and expansion of the english lordship in the twelfth and early
thirteenth centuries and with the problems sand adjustments that accompaneid its contraction in the later
middle ages attention is paid both to the government and society of the colony itself and to the interactions
between settler and native

Rerum Britannicarum Medii Aevi Scriptores 1871
europe since 1945 an encyclopedia is a comprehensive reference work of some 1 700 entries in two volumes its
scope includes all of europe and the successor states to the former soviet union the volumes provide a broad
coverage of topics with an emphasis on politics governments organizations people and events crucial to an
understanding of postwar europe also includes 100 maps and photos

Cogadh Gaedhel Re Gallaibh 1867
in the lordship of the isles twelve specialists offer new insights on the rise and fall of the macdonalds of islay
and the greatest gaelic lordship of later medieval scotland portrayed most often as either the independently
minded last great patrons of scottish gaelic culture or as dangerous rivals to the stewart kings for mastery of
scotland this collection navigates through such opposed perspectives to re examine the politics culture society
and connections of highland and hebridean scotland from the fourteenth to sixteenth centuries it delivers a
compelling account of a land and people caught literally and figuratively between two worlds those of the
atlantic and mainland scotland and of gaelic and anglophone culture contributors are david caldwell sonja
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cameron alastair campbell alison cathcart colin martin tom mcneill lachlan nicholson richard oram michael
penman alasdair ross geoffrey stell and sarah thomas

The War of the Gaedhil with the Gaill 1867
first published in 1923 this formative history of ireland is an extensive study of the period from 1086 1513
beginning with the o brien high kinship edmund curtis takes us through the anglo norman conquest and its
sequel ending with the death of gerald the great earl of kildare in 1513 a date when the second english
conquest of ireland the tudor reconquest became imminent this is a reissue of a definitive landmark study of
irish history by one of greatest irish historians of the twentieth century

Cogadh Gaedhel Re Gallaibh: The War of the Gaedhil with the Gaill
2012-11-15
first published in 1923 this formative history of ireland is an extensive study of the period from 1086 1513
beginning with the o brien high kinship edmund curtis takes us through the anglo norman conquest and its
sequel ending with the death of gerald the great earl of kildare in 1513 a date when the second english
conquest of ireland the tudor reconquest became imminent this is a reissue of a definitive landmark study of
irish history by one of greatest irish historians of the twentieth century

The Early Stewart Kings 2022-07-07
チャイナタウンからメトロポリスに引っ越してきたロベルタとトミー ご近所さんのスーパーマンとともに 二人の冒険が始まる
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Publications. 29 vols. 1843
dictionarium scoto celticum a dictionary of the gaelic language comprising an ample vocabulary of gaelic words
with their signification and various meanings in english and latin and vocabularies of latin and english words
with their translation in 1

Publications 1843

The Tribes and Customs of Hy-Many, Commonly Called O'Kelly's
Country. Now First Published from the Book of Lecan, a
Manuscript in the Library of the Royal Irish Academy 1843

The Tribes and Customs of Hy-Many, Commonly Called O'Kelly's
Country 1843

The Irish Archaeological Society 1843
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The Book of Fenagh in Irish and English, Originally Compiled by
St. Caillin, Archbishop, Abbot, and Founder of Fenach, Alias
Dunbally of Moy-Rein, Tempore St. Patricii 1875

COLONY & FRONTIER IN MEDIEVAL IRELAND 1995-01-01

The Tribes and Customs of Hy-Many, Commonly Called O'Kelly's
Country, Now First Published with a Translation and Notes 1843

Dictionarium Scoto-celticum 1828

the battle of magh leana 1855

Cath Mhuighe Léana, Or, The Battle of Magh Leana 1855
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Europe Since 1945 2014-01-27

Beata Goda Ruaid Ui Domnaill/The Life of Hugh Roe O'Donnell
1893

The Lordship of the Isles 2014-07-31

A-Da. [2], xiv, 312 p 1918

A History of Medieval Ireland (Routledge Revivals) 2013-05-07

A History of Medieval Ireland 2012

スーパーマン・スマッシュ・ザ・クラン 2020-11
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Australian national bibliography 1961

Dictionarium scoto-celticum a dictionary of the Gaelic language
1828

Dictionarium Scoto-Celticum: a Dictionary of the Gaelic Language
(etc.) 1845

The New Staistical Account of Scotland: pt.1-2 Iverness, Ross and
Cromarty 1847

The Clans of the Scottish Highlands, Illustrated by Appropriate
Figures, Displaying Their Dress, Tartans, Arms, Armorial Insignia
and Social Occupations
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